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1 INTRODUCTION
To develop high-quality software systems, software testing is a critical phase of any software development process.
However, software testing is expensive and makes up about half of the development cost of an average software project
[1]. According to a 2013 study [1], the global cost of finding and removing defects from software rose to $312 billion worldwide annually as of 2013.
Different steps of software testing can be conducted manually or automated. In manual testing, the tester takes over the
role of an end-user executing the software under test (SUT) to verify its behavior and find any possible defects. However,
in automated testing, using certain test tools (e.g., the JUnit test framework), test-code scripts are developed and executed
without human testers’ intervention to test the behavior of the SUT. If it is planned and implemented properly [2, 3],
automated testing could provide various benefits over manual testing, e.g., repeatability and reducing testing effort and
costs. However, if not implemented properly, automated testing could lead to extra cost and effort and might be even less
effective than manual testing in detecting faults [4].
Motivated by a real industrial need, we started an industry-academia collaboration to develop and evaluate a test
framework (named DORUK) for automated execution of black-box test cases on simulation software in the context of a
major defense contractor in Turkey. The tool is currently widely adopted and is actively utilized by a large team of test
engineers in the company to conduct testing of a suite of aviation and helicopter simulators.
This paper presents the motivations and needs for test automation in this context, the framework that we developed and
its evaluations, and the success story that we had in deploying the technology among many test teams in the company. The
paper aims at sharing our experience in developing this test automation approach and its evaluation with other
practitioners and researchers for the purpose of contributing to the body of knowledge and evidence in this area, e.g., [5].
As another recent study [6] showed, the testing community in academia and industry are “living in two different worlds” (in
terms of their focus areas). Many industrialists want to find ways to improve effectiveness and efficiency of testing (e.g., by
using more and better test automation), they do not show much eagerness for sophisticated formal methods or techniques
which they mostly find to be too complicated and hard to implement in practice, e.g., combinatorial testing and searchbased test-case design, which may not work in large-scale practice. Thus, the project behind the work reported in this paper
was initiated with the goal of connecting industrialists and researchers to develop innovative ways to improve effectiveness
and efficiency of test execution.

2 A REVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT AND THE NEED FOR THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
HAVELSAN is a large Turkish software and systems company providing global solutions in the areas of defense and IT
sector. HAVELSAN is mostly active in the fields of naval combat systems, e-government applications, reconnaissance
surveillance and intelligence systems, simulation and training systems, homeland security systems, energy management
systems, and Command and Control Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Systems
(C4ISR).
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In terms of organization-wide software engineering capabilities, HAVELSAN has achieved the CMMI level-3 certification.
There is an independent testing department in the company, consisting of five test teams:






Test team for automation applications and image processing technologies
Test team for ground support systems
Test team for platform-stationed systems
Test team for platform integration
Test team for simulation, training and electronic-warfare technologies

Essentially, each test team is dedicated for each major business unit in the company. In total, more than 40 test engineers
work in the above five test teams. The test department has been established based on the principles of Independent Software
Verification and Validation (ISVV) which has been developed world-wide mostly by defense and aerospace industries, e.g.,
NASA and DoD. Almost all of the test activities conducted by the group are black-box testing, since the white-box test
activities have been assigned to and are conducted by the development team before handing the software to the test team
for black-box testing.
Based on the type of systems developed by HAVELSAN (i.e., safety- and mission-critical systems), the company in general,
and the testing department in particular, is constantly striving to perform software engineering tasks more effectively and
efficiently and various process improvement initiatives are constantly underway. One of those continuous improvement
initiatives has been a recent industry-academia collaborative project in which university researchers and practitioners in
the company have come together to improve the maturity of test practices and activities. Among the improvement areas is
the introduction of test automation in various test teams and this paper falls in the scope of those efforts. Similar to many
other firms, historically, the majority of test activities has been conducted manually in the company. However, adoption of
test automation practices is constantly increasing across various test groups in the company since several years ago.
One of test teams (as discussed above) is the team responsible for testing simulation, training and electronic-warfare
systems developed by HAVELSAN [7]. With continuous pipeline of new systems in this area, and also maintenance of
existing systems (thus the need for regression testing), this team is constantly tasked with new testing projects. We focus
on and discuss one particular type of such systems under test (simulation software for defense systems such as helicopters)
for which the need for test automation arose, and a test framework was subsequently developed.
Figure 1 shows the actual hardware of one specific product, called HELSIM (helicopter simulator), and a view of inside the
simulator cabin which highly resembles an actual helicopter. The software systems running on these simulators are
complex, large-scale and have to interact with various external systems, e.g., hardware and devices onboard (e.g., sensors),
and map systems. It goes without saying that quality in this context is of utmost importance since student pilots learn flying
via these systems and will fly actual helicopters soon afterwards.

Figure 1-Screenshots from the HELSIM system (helicopter simulator)
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Traditionally, similar to other systems, black-box testing of such simulators was being conducted in three classical phases:
(1) unit testing of individual software and hardware components, (2) integration testing, and (3) system testing. Let us recall
the reader that unit and integration testing can be done in both black-box and white-box approaches [8]. When unit testing
is done in black-box approach, test cases are developed without the knowledge of source-code, e.g., branches and
statements, and black-box techniques are used on the inputs of functions and classes, as provided by requirements. This is
often conducted by calls to the public-facing API’s. This approach is also sometimes referred to as “gray-box" testing. When
unit testing is done in white-box approach, test cases are developed using the knowledge of the source-code, e.g., branches
and statements, using control-flow and data-flow techniques.
In the recent past, all these three phases were carried out manually, with the help of a data injection and monitoring tool
called DIM (Data Injection Monitor) which was acquired from a third-party vendor in the defense domain. This tool made it
possible to monitor and modify the contents of messages sent/received by each software module in a typical simulation
software.
The simulation systems were extensively tested in the past using manual testing practices. Since the company has CMMI
level-3 certification, manual testing practices were already mature, e.g., test-case design of manual tests were done using
systematic approaches and based on 100% requirements coverage. Careful traceability analysis of tests back to requirements
were also conducted.
During manual system testing phase, test engineers would take over the role of end-users (student pilot and trainer)
interacting with various controllers (as shown in Figure 1) to verify the system’s behavior. DIM was also used in this stage
for analysis of detected defects (e.g., root-cause analysis and fault localization). In fact, DIM played the roles of a test stub,
a test driver and also a probing tool. As it is the case in almost any domain, manual testing using the DIM tool showed to
be very tedious, error prone and effort-intensive. Thus, to improve effectiveness and efficiency of manual testing pratices,
there was a need for a proper infrastructure and system for test automation in this context. To adopt or develop such a
suitable system, we first conducted a planning activity in which we set out the requirements for the test tool, as reported
next.

3 PLANNING FOR TEST AUTOMATION AND TEST TOOL REQUIREMENTS
To plan test automation, it was important to understand the software architecture of the simulation SUT. Figure 2 shows a
typical software architecture of a typical simulation software, based on the ‘event-driven’ architectural pattern. There is a
central ‘Mission and Flight System’ which has direct connections to the actual simulation hardware (e.g., actuators, sensors
and mechanical arms moving the cabin). As Figure 2 shows, all other systems are connected to the central mission and flight
system, e.g., weather and terrain servers, and instructor console.
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Figure 2-A typical software architecture of flight simulation software
As discussed above, the DIM tool was used to manually test each unit and their integration. As Figure 2 shows, this was
done by having the tool intercept with each of the connected links between the modules or by interacting with each system
as a unit under test. Each system provides a set of interfaces (as an API) to send/receive messages which should be carefully
tested. DIM allows testers to generate messages on demand manually as well as by modifying messages and monitor
messaging between integrated modules. This was achieved by selecting desired messages via DIM’s UI and specifying
content of each messages one by one if modification was necessary. DIM was already able to operate on almost all internal
and external messages of the SUT. In addition to classical disadvantages of manual testing, there were several additional
technical limitations when conducting manual testing using DIM:








It was not possible to send specific messages when specific conditions were met, e.g., when a helicopter went above a
certain altitude.
It was not possible to define message sequences or execute those sequences over a specific time frame. Users could only
send/mutate a single message by hand and then had to verify the system’s output/behavior manually using human
judgement.
In the case of messages and system behavior which were so quick to be noticed by human eye, it was not possible to
easily verify system outputs and behavior, e.g., when the helicopter’s engine RPM (rounds per minute) was changing
so fast.
It was not easily possible to systematically get logs of and later draw graphs of specific parameters under test.
It was not possible to send messages periodically or to conduct periodic controls of certain tasks, e.g., every one second.

As discussed earlier, manual testing practices in the company were already mature, e.g., test-case design of manual tests
were based on 100% requirements coverage. The only open gap was the ineffectiveness and inefficacy of manual testing
practices which our project aimed at addressing. With the right test automation infrastructure in place, similar to previous
works, e.g., [9], we only needed to “transition” from manual test cases to automated tests. To transition from manual testing
to test automation in this context, several meetings were conducted among testers and developers, and we laid down the
test tool requirements as follows.
The automation tool that we were looking for had to be easily adaptable to test different SUTs, i.e., different models and
types of simulation systems. It was also important for the new tool to be open for modifications to satisfy further feature
requests from both testers and developers in the company. It was necessary that writing tests using the tool did not require
expert-level coding skills and testers should be able to write test scripts with minimum training. Since the SUT are also realtime, the test tool should impose minimum ‘probe effect’, i.e., time overhead on test execution due to having the tool in the
4
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system, or otherwise, the real-time properties of the system functionalities would be under jeopardy. Last but not the least,
the test automation tool, that we were looking for, was expected to have a high performance (in terms of response time) as
simulator testing, in our context, requires monitoring and generation of messages in very high frequencies (throughput
rates), e.g., sending and receiving messages from/to helicopter radar systems at frequencies over 10,000 messages per
second.
Based on the above needs (test tool requirements), the teams spent a few months to research and explore existing test tools
in both the open-source community and the commercial tools market. As tools for testing simulation systems in the aviation
and defense sector are usually “classified” in almost any firm, and are seldom offered in the public domain, we were unable
to find any existing tool that would come close to fulfilling our requirements. We also already had a framework (a Python
library), developed in-house a few years ago, to access messaging data which was primarily used by the development team
in conjunction with DIM.
We were also aware of several available RESTful API frameworks for Python. However, after trying to integrate the existing
REST API frameworks into our existing toolset, our experience was negative. At the same time, we wanted to reuse and
build on top of our existing toolset (for tasks such as accessing message data). In the process of searching for existing test
frameworks to integrate with our messaging framework, we came across a framework called the Software Testing Automation
Framework (STAF) [10], an open-source, multi-platform, multi-language framework designed around the idea of reusable
components and services (such as process invocation, resource management, logging, and monitoring). STAF removes the
burden of building an automation infrastructure, thus enabling one to focus on building automation solutions. The STAF
framework also provides the foundation upon which to build higher-level solutions, and provides a pluggable approach
supported across a large variety of platforms and languages. We thus decided to adopt STAF and build our automation
tool on top of it.

4 DORUK: FEATURES AND EXAMPLE USAGE
The framework that we developed, named DORUK, is essentially a Python library, a set of functions which serve as a
framework allowing test engineers to access the contents of input/output messages, sent to/from sub-systems of a given
simulation SUT. To provide an overview on DORUK, Figure 3 shows the general test architecture of our approach and the
general usage scenario of DORUK framework. When reviewed together with Figure 2, Figure 3 shows that test engineers
write test scripts in Python which then make function calls to DORUK interfaces which in turn trigger message calls to the
SUT to test it. Those messages are sent over the LAN based on generic protocols such as TCP or the ones specific to the
defense domain, e.g., MIL-STD-1553 and MilCAN. General usage and purpose of DORUK are quite similar to the popular
xUnit frameworks (e.g., JUnit) in that a test engineer develops test scripts using the functions provided via DORUK’s API
to exercise the SUT and verify its functionality.

Figure 3- Test architecture and general usage scenario of DORUK
Here are few example test scenarios where DORUK provides its usefulness:



Flying a helicopter from the point a to b, and verifying that fuel consumption and levels along the way change as
expected
Testing the effects of a certain intentional instructor-initiated malfunctions (e.g., engine fire) in the helicopter
simulator, and verifying the proper behavior/outputs of the system and reaction of the student pilot
5
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Reproducing / replaying actions of student pilots for problem analysis and resolution after the training sessions

DORUK was designed to complement the manual GUI-based message-injection tool DIM by providing a test automation
approach in the API level. The main features of DORUK are summarized as follows:











Allowing automation for both black-box unit testing of each module and testing of the integrated system.
Messages can be sent / modified either periodically or immediately.
Message contents can be retrieved at any time.
All messages can be monitored continuously. Previously executed actions can be re-executed when specific conditions
are met.
Predefined action sequences can be executed repeatedly, e.g., a take-off can be performed multiple times for different
aerodynamic adjustments.
A set of desired messages can be recorded for a specified duration. These recordings can be replayed later on.
Graphs of desired parameters (value versus time) can be auto-generated.
Capability of working on both Linux and Windows operating systems.
Allowing semi-automated testing, where testers are asked to perform GUI actions or enter user inputs when necessary
(when the automation of these tasks is not easily possible).
Asynchronous execution of defined actions or controls is possible. In this case, parallel threads are generated and
executed by the tool.

We provide below several example test scripts and explain some of the provided API functions. Figure 4 shows several
example test scripts written and one output graph generated using DORUK.
Each test script (case) starts and ends with start_flow() and end_flow() functions. These two functions match the
‘setup’ and ‘teardown’ phases of the four-phase test pattern [12]. In our context, main test flows and sub-flows are defined
as follows. A main flow is a standalone test procedure, e.g., to test fuel consumption during a given flight trip, we verify
the verification of fuel consumption inside the main flow. However, the flight level variable, which is a separate condition
that needs to be satisfied, is handled by another DORUK script, which is initiated from the main script and executes
asynchronously while the main script measures fuel consumption.
The note_arithmetic() function assigns an arithmetic expression (value) to a variable name. The set() function sets
the value of the given parameter to the given value and logs the result of this operation. The note() function assigns an
alias name to the current value of a given parameter in a message. This value can be referenced later on, during the lifetime
of the script, using the ${<noted_alias>} notation. The compare() works similar to the assert() family of functions
in JUnit, and matches the ‘verify’ phase of the four-phase test pattern [12]. If the value of the given parameter satisfies the
comparison expression, the function logs a ‘success’, and else it logs a ‘failure’.
The manual_check() function displays a message and blocks script execution until user presses the ‘Enter’ key. This
function function prints the given message to the screen and waits for the user to evaluate the current situation manually
to continue. This function is useful when the verification phase of th etest case cannot be easily automated and shall be done
manually, e.g., in the test script of Figure 4-(b), the test script asks the user whether s/he can see a green box on top of the
screen.
Last but not least, based on the need of the test team, we incorporated a powerful graphing feature in DORUK. The
start_graph() function draws a graph of a set of given parameters. For example, the example test script in Figure 4-(c)
asks DORUK to draw a graph of an important tactical variable, fuel tank level of the helicopter, for a duration of 1000
seconds in the interval of one second. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 4-(d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 4- Three example test scripts written, and an output graph generated automatically using DORUK
As we can see in the above examples, DORUK was designed to conduct API (message)-level ‘horizontal end-to-end testing’
[11]. Let us recall from the software testing literature that horizontal (scenario-based) end-to-end (E2E) testing is a scenariobased approach to test a system in an “end-to-end” manner, e.g., starting the engines of a helicopter, taking it off, flying it
to a destination and then landing it. In design and development of DORUK, we also utilized the principles of the xUnit
family of unit test frameworks and also several test patterns [12], e.g., the four-phase test pattern: setup, exercise, verify,
teardown. We chose API-based automated testing as our strategy since, according to the latest recommendations in the test
automation community, API-based automated is becoming very popular in the industry, e.g., according to a recent 2016
keynote [9] by a practitioner in an international workshop, “Future test automation must focus on API testing”. On the same
topic, we also utilized the concept and the metaphor of test automation “pyramid” which has become very popular in the
last several years in the testing community, e.g., [13, 14]. This pyramid metaphor suggests that, instead of many automated
UI tests, a good strategy is to develop more automated API and unit tests. This is what we aimed at by developing the
DORUK framework.
In summary, DORUK aimed at reducing significantly the testing effort by automating all the steps of manual testing by
enabling testers to specify all the manual test steps in automated scripts. For example, before having DORUK, for the case
of test scenario in Figure 4-(c), the tester had to manually run the scenario using DIM and several other complex tools, then
had to “pause” the execution in several intervals to probe and verify the value of various variables. Simply put, the manual
test effort was a major issue before DORUK was developed.

5 DEVELOPMENT DETAILS AND ARCHITECTURE OF DORUK
DORUK has been developed in Python itself and has about 4 KLOC. Figure 5 shows the software architecture of DORUK.
We explain next some of its components. test_case_funcs.py is the module for DORUK test scripts which is called by
any test script developed by test engineers. It provides a set of predefined functions such as set(), note(), graph(),
record(), compare(), periodic_set(), wait(). A formal test script shall only use these functions sequentially.
FlowManager.py is a module for managing threads and processes. Logger.py is the logging module.
RawDataAccessor.py is the module to access the contents of (raw) messages. It provides basic functions, mainly set(),
get(), send(). This can be used as a point of access for scripts that are not used for formal tests (no logging of execution)
and in cases when a tester only wants to access a particular data point in the SUT. The advantage in such cases is that since
there will be no extra layers for data access (thus, no overhead), the operation will be quite fast. This is particular popular
among developers and has made DORUK widely used for developer testing.
For any arbitrary number of messages under monitoring, the set() functions are used as shown in Figure 5, e.g., SetBMA
standing for SetBMessageAccess. DORUKConfigAccessor is a configuration file to specify configuration parameters
such as “logging level”, “default interval between steps”, and locations of .so files to be used by Python.
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Figure 5-Software architecture of DORUK

6 EVALUATION OF THE AUTOMATED TESTING APPROACH
Since the tool was developed based on a real industrial need, once the tool development finished, we started evaluating the
tool on a set of test projects to assess how it really addressed the need behind it. As of this writing, DORUK is actively being
used by several full-time test engineers in several critical helicopter simulator and weapon simulator testing projects (exact
numbers and project details cannot be disclosed due to confidentiality).
To assess the effectiveness of the approach and tool, we conducted an internal empirical case-study in the company. As the
research approach, we used the Goal, Question, Metric (GQM) methodology [15]. Stated using the GQM’s goal template,
the goal of the case study has been to evaluate the extent to which DORUK helps our test engineers in increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness of testing when compared to manual testing using the previous DIM tool. As metrics to assess
efficiency and effectiveness, we selected the test effort (in hours) and the number of defects found (with and without the
new test tool), respectively. Unfortunately, due to confidentiality, we cannot disclose the exact quantitative metrics values
for efficiency (decreasing test efforts) and effectiveness (in detecting real faults), but the measurements have clearly
indicated that the tool has been for sure instrumental in helping test engineers test more effectively and efficiently. Test
efforts have been reduced several-fold. For readers interested in the types of measurements we gathered to assess the
success of the approach (based on the above metrics), we would like to refer to our previous projects with industry for
which we had the permission to publish details of test data and results, e.g., [16].
Here are also some lessons learnt after using DORUK for several months in multiple projects. The framework provides an
easy to understand test scripting language (from both syntax and logic standpoints) which in turn leads to consistency and
coherence across test teams, which is an important benefit and facilitates training and test maintenance activities. Thanks
to the structured nature of DORUK, test scripts are easy to write and maintain. All these positive features have made
DORUK a powerful and popular framework for automated testing of simulation software among many test teams already.
In addition to its popular benefits in testing, DORUK is currently used also for simulating the behaviors of software
components during software development and integration phases, i.e., by writing a script in DORUK, one can stimulate
(exercise) a given component in a certain way, which was previously very tedious when done manually.
We have also observed that DORUK encourages inexperienced testers who usually have lack of exercise in development
and using complex testing tools, to easily learn automated testing gradually. We have prepared a detailed user guide for
9
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DORUK with many example scripts which has been helpful in training of our testers to use this framework. In summary,
we have seen that our testers who were previously spending the majority of their time on manual testing have efficiently
“transitioned” to test automation. This is fully in alignment with a quote from a keynote [9] in a recent 2016 testing
conference (TAIC-PART): “Manual testers become automation specialists”. Similar to other contexts and reported experience,
e.g., [17], while some manual testers first treated the test automation as a competitor (threat) to their manual testing jobs,
after seeing how this test framework and the new approach could help them in doing what they used to do more effectively
and efficiently, they embraced the new approach and started to become test automation engineers. The management also
supported this transition wholeheartedly. Test engineers could now execute more tests in less time and with higher
precision (meaning less false-positive test results). Observing DORUK automate test steps like a robot also made the useracceptance-test (UAT) sessions with clients more refreshing and efficient.
Last but not the least, we were aware of the “learning curve” and initial resistance factors in the context of our automation
approach. As Robert Glass [18] nicely put: “adopting new tools and techniques is worthwhile, but only if you (a) realistically view
their value and (b) use patience in measuring their benefits”. We ensured that the value of the toolset and need for patience to
see the benefits were clearly communicated across all team members.

7 RELATED WORK AND TOOLS
There is a shortage of activity in the scientific peer-reviewed literature about test automation in general and automated API
testing in particular. Some activity on test automation has started recently in the research community (see the review paper
in [3]). That is the reason why we have cited several sources from the grey literature throughout this paper.
As discussed earlier, tools for testing simulation systems in the defense sector are usually “classified” in almost any defense
firm, and are seldom offered in the public domain. Thus, we were not able to find any tool/study that would closely match
our context. Here we only discuss several remotely-related works, i.e., in the context of automated API testing. API testing
has become popular in the industry, e.g., [19], and is reported to be critical for automating testing because APIs now serve
as one of the primary interfaces to application logic of many systems.
Automated API testing has become popular in the industry, e.g., [19, 20], and is reported to be critical for automating testing
because APIs now serve as the primary interface to application logic and because GUI tests are difficult to maintain.
Automated API testing does not seem to be an active area of academic research, but there has been a lot of attention on this
area by practitioners in the grey literature (e.g., blogs, white papers and web-pages) [21].
In a white paper entitled “Produce Better Software by Using a Layered Testing Strategy” [19], a practitioner discussed different
approaches to test automation across multiple layers.
Among the academic studies on API testing is an industry-academic collaborative work in which the last author of this
paper was involved in Canada in 2010 [16]. In that joint project, an open-source tool for automated generation of black-box
NUnit API test code was developed and was later empirically evaluated in an industrial context. We can conclude that
there is a need for more work in the research community on API testing and tool support for that purpose.
Last but not the least, many members of the community including the authors, believe that experience reports on actual
applications of test automation in industrial practice are rare. Several interesting case studies have been reported in a 2012
edited book by Graham and Fewster [13]. We added to that body of evidence in this paper by proposing a tool to support
automation and a supporting case study based on action-research.

8 SUMMARY, ONGOING AND FUTURE WORKS
Motivated by a real industrial need, we developed and presented in this work a test automation approach and framework
(named DORUK) to conduct API-based black-box testing of a suite of simulators in the company. Although due to
confidentiality, we could not provide quantitative data about defect detection rate using the tool, we have observed that it
has been instrumental in helping test engineers test more effectively and efficiently by enabling them to write robust test
scripts which are easy to maintain. Given the sensitive and classified nature of the context (defense), we were unable to
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provide the tool as open-source or as a commercial tool. But we believe that practitioner readers of this paper can easily
adopt the ideas behind this tool in their own test automation contexts and needs.
The project was initialed and completed based on the principles of “action-research” and the industry-academia
collaborations was seen as a success story from both sides, thus adding to our experience in conducting industry-academia
collaborations [5].
In terms of ongoing and future works, we are currently using a GQM-based approach to further evaluate and improve
effectiveness and efficiency of DORUK and test suites developed using it. We are also exploring the applicability of DORUK
in other testing needs in the company. In the future, we plan to improve DORUK so that it would support the “clientserver” architecture. Such an architecture will enable us to test SUTs which are distributed. Also, we intend to integrate
(combine) the API testing feature of DORUK with GUI testing features of a GUI testing tool used in the company (called
Sikuli www.sikuli.org). GUI testing tools such as Sikuli automate anything that is seen on the screen, and use image
recognition to identify and control GUI components. On the other hand, DORUK has the capability to access and
manipulate system messages of simulation software without accessing the GUI. Based on our initial feasibly analysis,
integration of DORUK with Sikuli seems to be a good solution to combine the automated testing powers of these two
independent tools on graphical and API layers of a given SUT. Also, as another important usage for DORUK, discussions
are underway in the company to use it as a support tool for Qualification Test Guide (QTG), which is a guide for certifying
new flight simulation technologies in the context of regulatory bodies.
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